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Abstract

learning is so-called score-based methods (Cooper and
Herskovits, 1992; Heckerman et al., 1995), where the
idea is to assign each possible structure a score based
on how well it fits the data and try to find a structure
that maximises the score.

Inference in Bayesian networks is known to be
NP-hard, but if the network has bounded treewidth, then inference becomes tractable. Not
surprisingly, learning networks that closely
match the given data and have a bounded
tree-width has recently attracted some attention. In this paper we aim to lay groundwork
for future research on the topic by studying
the exact complexity of this problem. We
give the first non-trivial exact algorithm for
the NP-hard problem of finding an optimal
Bayesian network of tree-width at most w,
with running time 3n nw+O(1) , and provide an
implementation of this algorithm. Additionally, we propose a variant of Bayesian network learning with “super-structures”, and
show that finding a Bayesian network consistent with a given super-structure is fixedparameter tractable in the tree-width of the
super-structure.

1
1.1

In this paper, we study the Bayesian structure learning
as a combinatorial problem using an abstract scorebased framework. In this framework, we are given a
node set N of size n and for each node v ∈ N and each
parent set S ⊆ N \ {v} a local score fv (S). The goal
is to find a DAG A that maximises the sum
X
fv (Av ) ,
f (A) =
v∈N

where Av is the parent set of v, i.e., the set of nodes u
such that there is an arc from u to v in A. This problem is NP-hard (Chickering, 1996; Chickering et al.,
2004), the best known exact algorithm being a Bellman–Held–Karp style dynamic programming that runs
in time 2n nO(1) (Silander and Myllymäki, 2006).
1.2

Learning with bounded tree-width

Once the network has been learned, we want to use
it to compute conditional probabilities of some sets
of variables given some other sets of variables. This
inference problem in Bayesian networks is also NPhard (Cooper, 1990). However, if the network (or
more precisely its structure) has low tree-width, exact
inference is tractable even for large networks. Thus,
learning models of bounded tree-width enables us to
limit the time required for inference. Specifically, we
have a trade-off between the fit of the network and
the speed of inference, since if the “true” network has
high tree-width, bounding the tree-width can lead to
under-fitting.

INTRODUCTION
Bayesian network learning

Bayesian networks are used widely to represent joint
probability distributions. Typically, the first step in
using a Bayesian network to model some problem is
learning the network from the input data. That is, we
have to learn a directed acyclic graph (DAG) and the
parameters associated with each variable, so that the
model describes the original data “well”. Learning the
parameters given a structure is an easy task, so in the
recent years research has mostly focused on learning
the structure. One of the main approaches to structure
Appearing in Proceedings of the 16th International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Statistics (AISTATS)
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More formally, given local scores fv as before and a
constant w, we want to find a DAG A that maximises
the score f (A) among the DAGs of tree-width at most
w. Here the tree-width of a DAG is defined as the
tree-width of its moralised graph (Elidan and Gould,
2008); the moralised graph of a DAG A is an undirected
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graph that includes an edge {u, v} ∈ E for every arc
uv ∈ A and an edge {u, w} ∈ E for every pair of arcs
uv ∈ A and wv ∈ A. Defined this way, the tree-width
of a network matches its inference complexity1 .

w. We also experimented with using this implementation to find small bounded tree-width networks for
real-world data; see Section 6.

While there have been some studies on learning undirected models with bounded tree-width using approximation algorithms (Karger and Srebro, 2001; Srebro,
2001), heuristics (Bach and Jordan, 2002), and PAClearning (Chechetka and Guestrin, 2008), the corresponding problem for Bayesian networks remains poorly
understood. The only result of this vein we are aware
of is a heuristic algorithm for learning bounded treewidth Bayesian network structures by Elidan and Gould
(2008). Our main motivation for the work presented in
this paper is to fill this gap and lay groundwork for future investigations of the topic. Specifically, we aim to
establish basic theoretical results for learning bounded
tree-width Bayesian network structures, especially in
the sense of exact algorithmics.
Unfortunately, learning Bayesian network structures
remains difficult when the tree-width is bounded. While
learning an optimal tree, i.e., a Bayesian network with
tree-width 1, can be done in polynomial time (Chow
and Liu, 1968), a straightforward reduction from a
corresponding result for Markov networks shows that
finding an optimal Bayesian network of tree-width at
most w is NP-hard for any fixed w ≥ 2; see Section 2.3.
1.3

Although the exponentiality hinders the application of
the algorithm for all but a small number of nodes, we
argue that having even an exponential exact algorithm
for the problem is essential for further investigations
of the topic. Principally, it provides a baseline against
which approximation algorithms and heuristics can
be tested, and it may also prove to be useful as a
component of such algorithms. Furthermore, being
able to generate examples of optimal bounded treewidth networks enables explorative studies of their
properties.
We also note that in the recent years there has been a lot
of interest in exponential time algorithms for learning
the structure of a Bayesian network (Ott and Miyano,
2003; Singh and Moore, 2005; Silander and Myllymäki,
2006) and related tasks, like computing posterior probabilities of structural features (Koivisto and Sood, 2004;
Koivisto, 2006; Tian and He, 2009; Kang et al., 2010;
Parviainen and Koivisto, 2011). Most of the algorithms
run in 2n nO(1) time but some of them have running
time 3n nO(1) which matches our algorithm. In line
with our experiments, other algorithms with running
time 3n nO(1) been implemented and tested successfully
with networks of up to 20 nodes (Tian and He, 2009;
Kang et al., 2010; Parviainen and Koivisto, 2011).

Learning in exponential time
1.4

Since learning bounded tree-width Bayesian networks
is NP-hard, the natural question from the perspective of exact algorithmics is to study exponential-time
algorithms for the problem. As our main result, we
obtain a single-exponential time algorithm for bounded
tree-width Bayesian structure learning.
Theorem 1. Given a node set N of size n, an integer
w and scoring functions fv for each node v ∈ N , we can
find a DAG A P
with tree-width at most w maximising
n w+O(1)
score f (A) =
and
v∈N fv (Av ) in time 3 n
n w+O(1)
space 2 n
.

Learning with super-structures

The dynamic programming algorithm of Theorem 1
implicitly contains a subroutine that, given an undirected graph G, finds an optimal DAG whose moralised
graph is a subgraph of G. Indeed, this problem is fixedparameter tractable with regard to the tree-width of
the graph G, as formalised in the following theorem,
whose proof we give in Section 4.
Theorem 2. For any fixed w, given an n-vertex graph
G = (N, E) of tree-width at most w and scoring functions fv for each node v ∈ N , we can find a DAG A
whose moralised graph is a subgraph of G maximising
the score in time and space O(n).

The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Section 5.
Somewhat disappointingly we are not able to match the
2n nO(1) algorithm for unrestricted Bayesian network
structure learning. Indeed, it seems to us that the
added restriction of the bounded tree-width makes the
problem more challenging.
On the practical side, we have implemented the algorithm of Theorem 1, and it works well for small n and
1

To avoid confusion, we point out that this definition
differs from the definition of tree-width for directed graphs
given by Johnson et al. (2001).
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Specifically, the running
time of our algorithm is

O (w + 1)! · w · 3w · n if we are given a suitable treedecomposition of G. As it is usual with algorithms
based on tree-decompositions, the bottle-neck is the
construction of a tree-decomposition from G; see Section 2.1.
This observation is related to the super-structure approach for learning Bayesian networks, presented by
Perrier et al. (2008), where we are given an undirected
graph G, called the super-structure, and the goal is to
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find the highest-scoring DAG such that there is, for
each arc in the DAG, a corresponding undirected edge
in G, i.e. the skeleton of the DAG is a subgraph of the
super-structure. Recently Ordyniak and Szeider (2010)
have shown that in this setting, if both the tree-width
and the maximum degree of the super-structure are
bounded by constants, an optimal DAG can be found
in linear time. However, the tree-width of the superstructure alone does not bound the running time of
the algorithm or the tree-width of the resulting DAG,
and Ordyniak and Szeider in fact show that learning
optimal Bayesian network with given super-structure is
W [1]-hard when the complexity parameter is the treewidth of the super-structure. Intuitively, the reason
for this is that the tree-width of a DAG is defined to
be the tree-width of its moralised graph, and moralising can introduce edges that are not present in the
super-structure.

2

PRELIMINARIES

2.1

Tree-width

For an undirected graph G = (V, E), we use the convention that E is a set of two-element subsets of V . We
write {u, v} for an edge between nodes u and v. We
also denote n = |V |.
A tree-decomposition of an undirected graph G = (V, E)
is a pair (X, T ), where X = {X1 , X2 , . . . , Xm } is a collection of subsets of V and T is a tree on {1, 2, . . . , m},
such that
1.

Sm

i=1

3. a introduce node that has one child j and Xi =
Xj ∪ {v} for some v ∈
/ Xj , or
4. a join node that has two children j and k and
Xi = Xj = Xk .
For fixed w, if we are given a tree-decomposition
of G with width w, we can construct a nice treedecomposition of width w and a linear number of nodes
in time O(n) (Kloks, 1994). Thus, if we are given a
graph of tree-width w, we can also obtain a nice treedecomposition of width w and a linear number of nodes
in time O(n), since some tree-decomposition of width
w can be found in linear time, as noted above.
We will in particular need the following basic property
of the tree-decompositions.
Lemma 3 (Separation Property). Let G = (V, E) be
a graph with tree-decomposition (X, T ), and let i, j and
k be nodes in T such that j is on the path from i to k.
Then there is no edge {u, v} ∈ E with v ∈ Xi \ Xj and
u ∈ Xk \ Xj .
Finally, we give a well-known alternate characterisation of tree-width. The family of k-trees is defined
inductively as follows.
1. A (k + 1)-clique is a k-tree.
2. If G = (V, E) is a k-tree and C ⊆ V is a k-clique,
then graph obtained by adding a new vertex v and
an edge uv for each u ∈ C is a k-tree.
The k-trees are maximal graphs with tree-width k,
that is, a graph has tree-width k if and only if it is a
subgraph of some k-tree; see e.g. van Leeuwen (1990).

Xi = V ,

2. for all edges {u, v} ∈ E there exist i with u ∈ Xi
and v ∈ Xi , and

2.2

3. for all i, j and k, if j is on the (unique) path from
i to k in T , then Xi ∩ Xk ⊆ Xj .
The width of a tree-decomposition (X, T ) is defined
as maxi |Xi | − 1. The tree-width of an undirected
graph G is the minimum width over all possible treedecompositions of G. In a sense, the tree-width of a
graph describes how close the graph is to a tree; graphs
of tree-width 1 coincide with trees. For a fixed w and
graph G with tree-width w, a tree-decomposition of
width w can be found in time O(n) (Bodlaender, 1996).
A nice tree-decomposition of a graph G = (V, E) is a
tree-decomposition (X, T ) along with a fixed root node
r for T such that each node i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} is either

Bayesian Networks

Aside from the definitions given in Sections 1.2 and 1.4,
we will use the following conventions when discussing
Bayesian networks and the structure learning problem.
A directed graph is a pair (N, A), where N is the node
set and A ⊆ N × N is the arc set. We write uv for
arc (u, v) ∈ A. When there is no ambiguity about the
node set, we identify a directed graph by its arc set.
Throughout this paper, we denote n = |N |.
A node u is said to be a parent of node v if the arc set
contains an arc from u to v, that is, uv ∈ A. If u is a
parent of v, then v is a child of u. We denote the set
of the parents of v in A by Av .
As a consequence of the definition of the tree-width
of of a DAG (see Section 1.2), we have that if the
tree-width of a DAG is w, then the in-degree must be
bounded by w, as {v} ∪ Av is a clique in the moralised

1. a leaf with no children and |Xi | = 1,
2. a forget node that has one child j and Xi = Xj \
{v} for some v ∈ Xj ,
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graph M , and a graph with k-clique has tree-width at
least k − 1. The reverse does not hold, and a graph
with maximum in-degree ∆ can have tree-width larger
than ∆.
In the structure learning problem, we are given the
local scores fv (S) for each node v ∈ N and each parent
set S ⊆ N \ {v} as input. The output is a DAG that
has maximal score. As noted above, parent sets S of
size more than w are not eligible when we want the
DAG to have tree-width at most w. Thus, we assume
that the input consist only of the scores
 for parent sets
n
. For structure
of size at most w and has size O n w
learning with super-structures, we may further assume
that we are given scores only for parent sets that are
compatible with the super-structure, in which case the
input has size O(n2w ). We will not, however, consider
the representation of the input in more detail, and
in the rest of the paper we will assume that we can
access scores fv (S) in constant time. This does not
have significant effect on the analysis.
Finally, we define functions fˆv by fˆv (S) =
maxT ⊆S fv (T ). That is, fˆv (S) is the highest local score
when the parents of node v are chosen from S. For
any set X, the values fˆv (S) for all sets S ⊆ X
 can
be computed from the values of fv in O |X|2|X| time

and O 2|X| space using dynamic programming (Ott
and Miyano, 2003).
2.3

3

In this section, we establish results that will be used to
prove the correctness of the algorithms we give later on.
The intuitive idea is that if (N, A) is a DAG of low treewidth, then there is a small set X ⊆ N whose removal
will split A into two or more connected components.
We can exploit this property by finding optimal DAGs
that can act as these separate components, and then
“glue” these DAGs together at X. We now proceed to
formalise these ideas.
Let N be a set of nodes and let X ⊆ N with |X| = k.
For a permutation σ = σ1 σ2 . . . σk of X and a set
S ⊆ X, we say that a DAG A is a (σ, S)-DAG on N if
the node set of A is N , it holds that A is compatible
with σ, that is, A ∪ {σp σp+1 : p = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1} is
acyclic, and for each v ∈ X \ S we have that Av = ∅.
For a (σ, S)-DAG
A on N , we define the S-score of A
P
as fS (A) = v∈S∪(N \X) fv (Av ). That is, the nodes in
X that are required to have empty parent sets do not
contribute to the score.
In the following, we assume that N is some node set,
and X, N1 and N2 are subsets of N such that N1 ∪N2 =
N and N1 ∩ N2 = X. Furthermore, we assume that σ
is a permutation of X and S ⊆ X.
Lemma 5. Let Z ⊆ S. If A is a (σ, Z)-DAG on N1
and B is a (σ, S \ Z)-DAG on N2 , then A ∪ B is a
(σ, S)-DAG on N . Furthermore, we have

Hardness

fS (A ∪ B) = fZ (A) + fS\Z (B) .

Srebro (2000) has shown that the problem of finding a
subgraph of an input graph G with tree-width at most
w and maximum number of edges is NP-hard for any
fixed w ≥ 2. The NP-hardness of learning bounded
tree-width Bayesian network structures follows by a
straightforward reduction.

Proof. The claim follows almost directly from the definitions; the only non-trivial step to verify is that A ∪ B
is in fact acyclic. To see that A ∪ B is acyclic, assume
that there is a directed cycle C in A ∪ B. Since both A
and B are acyclic, there must be a node σi on cycle C.
But since both A and C are compatible with σ, each
maximal segment of C that consists only of edges in A
or only of edges in B goes from a node σj to a node σℓ
for j < ℓ, and thus the cycle cannot return to σi .

Theorem 4. Finding an optimal Bayesian network
structure with tree-width at most w under a given scoring function is NP-hard for any fixed w ≥ 2.
Proof. Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph. Let
N = V ∪E, and define a score function on N by setting
fe ({v, u}) = 1 for each edge e = {v, u} ∈ E, and let
fv (S) = 0 for any other node v ∈ N and potential
parent set S ⊆ N \ {v}. This transformation can be
computed in polynomial time.
Now we note that there is a subgraph (V, F ) of G with
|F | = m and tree-width at most w if and only if there
is a DAG D on N with f (D) = m and tree-width
at most w; furthermore, if we are given one, we can
compute the other in polynomial time. Since finding
the maximum bounded tree-width subgraph is known
to be NP-hard, the claim follows.

DECOMPOSING DAGS

For a (σ, S)-DAG A on N , we say that a decomposition
of A over N1 and N2 is a pair (B, C), where B is a
(σ, Z)-DAG on N1 and C is a (σ, S \ Z)-DAG on N2
such that A = B ∪ C and Z ⊆ S. Note that if A has
such a decomposition (B, C), then by Lemma 5 we
have fS (A) = fZ (B) + fS\Z (C).
Lemma 6. Suppose that A is an (σ, S)-DAG on N
and suppose there are no arcs in A between N1 \ X and
N2 \X, and no v ∈ N , u ∈ N1 \X and w ∈ N2 \X such
that uv ∈ A and wv ∈ A. Then there is a decomposition
of A over N1 and N2 .
Proof. Let Z = {v ∈ S : Av ⊆ N1 }.
Then the
DAGs B = {uv : v ∈ Z ∪ (N1 \ X)} and C =
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{uv : v ∈ (S \ Z) ∪ (N2 \ X)} clearly have the desired
properties.

To formalise the intuition given above, let i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , m} and let k = |Xi |. For a permutation
σ = σ1 σ2 . . . σk of Xi and S ⊆ Xi , we define

Lemma 7. Suppose that A is a family of (σ, S)-DAGs
on N and that for each Z ⊆ S, we have that BZ is a
family of (σ, Z)-DAGs on N1 and CZ a family of (σ, Z)DAGs on N2 . If each A ∈ A has a decomposition (B, C)
over N1 and N2 such that B ∈ BZ and C ∈ CS\Z for
some Z ⊆ S, and for each Z ⊆ S and DAGs B ∈ BZ
and C ∈ CS\Z it holds that B ∪ C ∈ A, then


max fS (A) = max max fZ (B) + max fS\Z (C) .
A∈A

Z⊆S B∈BZ

gi (σ, S) = max fS (A) ,
A

where A ranges over (σ, S)-DAGs on Vi such that the
moralised graph of A is a subgraph of G[Vi ]. It follows
immediately from this definition that the best DAG
on V has score maxσ gr (σ, Xr ), where σ ranges over
the permutations of the root bag Xr . Furthermore,
we note that it suffices to show how these scores can
be computed, as the optimal DAG can then be recovered using standard techniques; see e.g., Silander and
Myllymäki (2006).

C∈CS\Z

Proof. Fix A ∈ A. Since A decomposes into B ∈ BZ
and C ∈ CS\Z for some Z ⊆ S, we have

The values gi (σ, Xi ) can be computed using dynamic
programming on the tree-decomposition, starting from
the leaf nodes and going up in the tree. There are four
cases to consider, depending on the type of node Xi .

fS (A) = fZ (B) + fS\Z (C)
≤ max fZ (B) + max fS\Z (C)
B∈BZ
C∈CS\Z


≤ max max fZ (B) + max fS\Z (C) .
Z⊆S B∈BZ

Leaf: Xi = {v} for v ∈ N . Then we have gi (v, ∅) = 0
and gi (v, {v}) = fv (∅).

C∈CS\Z

On the other hand, since B ∪ C ∈ A for all B ∈ BZ
and C ∈ CS\Z , there is a DAG in A with S-score


max max fZ (B) + max fS\Z (C) .
Z⊆S B∈BZ

Forget: Node i has a child j and Xi = Xj \ {v} for
v ∈ Xj . Now Vi = Vj , and directly by definition we
have that

C∈CS\Z

gi (σ, S) = max gj (ηvτ, S ∪ {v})
ητ =σ

4

(1)

LEARNING WITH
SUPER-STRUCTURES

(2)

for all permutations σ of Xi and S ⊆ Xi . Computing
(2) directly for all σ and S takes O(k2k k!) time.

We prove Theorem 2 first. The proof of this theorem
will act as a preliminary for the proof of Theorem 1 in
the next section.
To prove Theorem 2, we use dynamic programming
on the tree-decomposition of the underlying superstructure. We will assume that parent sets that are
not compatible with the super-structure graph G have
score of −∞ and will thus not be picked by the algorithm. That is, if for v ∈ V we have that S ⊆ V \ {v}
contains a node u such that {u, v} ∈
/ E, or nodes u and
s such that {u, s} ∈
/ E, then fv (S) = −∞.
Let G = (V, E) be the super-structure graph and let
(X, T ) be a nice tree-decomposition of G with root r
and X = {X1 , X2 , . . . , Xm }. For 1 ≤ i ≤ m, we denote
by Vi the union of bags below Xi in the tree.
Intuitively, our algorithm will proceed by computing
for each node i in T an optimal (σ, S)-DAG on Vi for
each permutation σ of Xi and S ⊆ Xi . We will show
that these can be computed by starting from the leaves
of T and proceeding upwards in the tree. Finally, in
the root r, we will have the optimal (σ, Xi )-DAG on
V for each permutation of Xi ; taking the one with
the best score gives us the desired optimal Bayesian
network.

Introduce: Node i has a child j and Xi = Xj ∪ {v}
for v ∈
/ Vj . First, we compute values fˆu (S) for u ∈
Xi and S ⊆ Xi \ {u}, which takes O(k2k ) time as
noted in Section 2.2. Now suppose that σ = ηvτ is a
permutation of Xi and S ⊆ Xi . Denote by Pσ,u the
set of elements of Xi that appear before u in σ. Then
we have that


X
gi (σ, S) = max gj (ητ, Z) +
fˆu (Pσ,u ) . (3)
Z⊆S\{v}

u∈S\Z

To verify that (3) is correct, consider any (σ, S)-DAG A
on Vi . Since by Lemma 3 there are no edges {u, v} ∈ E
for u ∈ Vi \ Xi , Lemma 6 implies that A interpreted as
a (ητ, S \ {v})-DAG has a decomposition (B, C) over
Vi \ {v} and Xi , where B is a (ητ, Z \ {v})-DAG on
Vi \{v} and C is a (σ, S\Z)-DAG on Xi for some Z ⊆ S.
Furthermore, the moralised graphs of both B and C are
subgraphs of G. Finally, we notePthat the maximum
score for a (σ, Z)-DAG on Xi is u∈Z fˆu (Pσ,u ). The
correctness of (3) now follows from Lemma 7.
Evaluating (3) for all σ and S can be done in time
O(k3k k!).
Join: Node i has children j and ℓ, and Xi = Xj = Xℓ .
By Lemma 3, there are no edges between Vj \ Xi and
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Vℓ \ Xi in G. Thus any (σ, S)-DAG A on Vi has a
decomposition (B, C) over Vj \ Xi and Vℓ \ Xi . Since
moralised graphs of both B and C are subgraphs of G,
Lemma 7 implies that

(4)
gi (σ, S) = max gj (σ, Z) + gℓ (σ, S \ Z) .

Let now N be a node set and let X ⊆ N . For a permutation σ of X and S ⊆ X, we say that a (σ, S)-DAG A
on N is rooted if A has a fat tree-decomposition with
root r and Xr = X. Furthermore, we say that A is joinrooted or swap-rooted if there is a fat tree-decomposition
where the root node is of the corresponding type.

Z⊆S

Now for X ⊆ N with |X| = w + 1, a permutation σ of
X, and sets S ⊆ X and M ⊇ X, we want to compute

k

Evaluating (4) for all σ and S takes O(3 k!) time.
Summing the running times over all nodes in T , we
obtain the following.

g(σ, S, M ) = max fS (A) ,

Theorem 8. Given a graph G, a nice treedecomposition (X, T ) of G, and scoring functions fv
for each node v, we can find a DAG A whose moralised
graph is a subgraph of G maximising the score in time
O (w + 1)! · w · 3w · n , where w is the tree-width of G.

where A ranges over rooted (σ, S)-DAGs on M with
tree-width at most w. Computing these values is sufficient for finding an optimal DAG of tree-width w,
as the optimal DAG is rooted at some X ⊆ N with
|X| = w + 1, thus has score maxX,σ g(σ, X, N ), where
X ranges over (w + 1)-subsets of N and σ ranges over
permutations of X.

A

As noted in Section 2.1, a nice tree-decomposition of
the super-structure graph G can be obtained from G in
O(n) time. Thus, we obtain Theorem 2 as a corollary.

5

We will now show that these values can be computed
using dynamic programming, starting from sets M ⊆ N
with |M | = w + 1. For any set M with |M | = w + 1
and a permutation σ of M , we note that a (σ, S)-DAG
A on M has a fat tree-decomposition whose root r is a
leaf node with Xr = M . Thus, any (σ, S)-DAG on M
is rooted, and we have that
X
fˆu (Pσ,u ) ,
g(σ, S, M ) =

EXACT LEARNING WITH
BOUNDED TREE-WIDTH

We will now proceed to prove Theorem 1 by giving
a dynamic programming algorithm for the problem.
This algorithm is based on the same ideas as the
super-structure algorithm in Section 4, but here we
perform dynamic programming over all possible treedecompositions of width w. In the following, let w be
a fixed tree-width bound.

u∈S

as σ completely specifies the order of nodes in any
(σ, S)-DAG on M .
On the other hand, if M ⊆ N with |M | > w + 1, then
the optimal rooted (σ, S)-DAG on M can be either
join-rooted or swap-rooted. Therefore, we compute
values
J(σ, S, M ) = max fS (B) ,

As noted in Section 2.1, each graph of tree-width w is
a subgraph of a w-tree. It follows that each graph G =
(V, E) of tree-width w has a rooted tree-decomposition
(X, T ) such that each bag Xi has size w + 1, and for
adjacent i and j we have that |Xi ∩ Xj | = w. By
applying an obvious transformation to (X, T ), we have
that G also has a rooted tree-decomposition (Y, Q) such
that each bag has size w + 1 and each node i in Q is
either

B

where B ranges over join-rooted (σ, S)-DAGs on M
with tree-width at most w, and
K(σ, S, M ) = max fS (C) ,
C

1. a leaf with no children,

where C ranges over swap-rooted (σ, S)-DAGs on M
with tree-width at most w. Then we have that

g(σ, S, M ) = max K(σ, S, M ), J(σ, S, M ) .

2. a swap node that has one child j such that Yi =
(Yj \ {u}) ∪ {v} for some u ∈ Yj and v ∈
/ Yj , or
3. a join node that has two children j and ℓ such
that Yi = Yj = Yℓ .
Furthermore, by the construction we can assume that
for a join node i with children j and ℓ, both Vj
and Vℓ contain vertices not in Xi . We will call
a tree-decomposition satisfying these conditions fat.
Thus, each graph G of tree-width w has a fat treedecomposition of width w.
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The one special case is the sets M with |M | = w + 2, as
then there cannot be a join-rooted (σ, S)-DAG on M .
Thus, for M with |M | = w + 2, we have g(σ, S, M ) =
K(σ, S, M ).
Join. First, we show how values J(σ, S, M ) can be
computed. In the following, let M1 and M2 be sets such
that M1 ∪ M2 = M and M1 ∩ M2 = X. Furthermore,
assume that M1 6= X and M2 6= X.
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Lemma 9. If A is a rooted (σ, Z)-DAG on M1 and
B is a rooted (σ, S \ Z)-DAG on M2 , then A ∪ B is a
join-rooted (σ, S)-DAG on M . Moreover, if A and B
have tree-width at most w, so does A ∪ B.

Lemma 12. Let A be a swap-rooted (σ, S)-DAG on
M . Then there are nodes v ∈ X and u ∈ M \ X such
that, when we let σ = ηvτ and Y = (X \ {v}) ∪ {u},
there is a permutation γ = ζuρ of Y with ζρ = ητ ,
a (σ, S1 )-DAG B on X and a rooted (γ, S2 )-DAG C
on M \ {u} such that A = B ∪ C. Furthermore, the
tree-width of C is at most the tree-width of A.

Proof. The claim follows from Lemma 5 and from
the observation that we can obtain the desired
tree-decomposition for A ∪ B by adding the treedecompositions of A and B as the children of a new
root node r with Xr = X.

For Y ⊆ M with |Y | = w and a permutation γ of Y ,
we first compute an auxiliary function F defined by
F (γ, Z, M ) = max fZ (A) ,

Lemma 10. If A is a join-rooted (σ, S)-DAG on M ,
then there are sets M1 and M2 such that M1 ∪M2 = M ,
M1 ∩ M2 = X, M1 =
6 X, M2 =
6 X and A has a
decomposition (B, C) over M1 and M2 such that both
B and C are rooted at X. Moreover, if A has tree-width
at most w, so does B and C.

A

where A ranges over rooted (σ, S)-DAGs on M such
that σ is a permutation of a set X ⊆ M , for some
v ∈ M \ Y we have X = Y ∪ {v} and S = Z ∪ {v},
and σ = ηvτ with ητ = γ. It follows directly from the
definition that we can evaluate F as

F (γ, Z, M ) = max max g ηvτ, Z ∪ {v}, M . (6)

Proof. Let (X, T ) be a tree-decomposition of A with
root r such that Xr = X and r is a join node with
children i and j. Let M1 = Vi and M2 = Vj . Now by
Lemma 3 and Lemma 6, A has decomposition (B, C)
over M1 and M2 . Noticing that the subtree of (X, T )
rooted at i is a tree-decomposition of B and the subtree of (X, T ) rooted at j is a tree-decomposition of
C completes the proof, as both of these have width w
and root bag X.

v∈M \Y ητ =γ

For a fixed v ∈ X, applying Lemmas 11 and 7 in a
similar fashion as in the introduce case of the superstructure algorithm, we have that the maximum score
of a swap-rooted (σ, S)-DAG on M with tree-width at
most w such that the new node in the root bag is v is


X
κ(v) = max F (σ, Z, M \{v}) +
fˆu (Pσ,u ) .
Z⊆S\{v}

For fixed M1 and M2 , Lemma 9 implies that we can
apply Lemma 7 similarly as in the join case of the
super-structure algorithm, obtaining that the S-score
of the best join-rooted (σ, S)-DAG that decomposes
over M1 and M2 is

h(M1 , M2 ) = max g(σ, Z, M1 ) + g(σ, S \ Z, M2 ) .

u∈S\Z

It then follows from Lemma 12 that the maximum score
can be obtained by optimising over v, that is, we have
K(σ, S, M ) = max κ(v) .
v∈X

(7)

Z⊆S

Finally, we note that evaluating
 (6) for fixed γ, Z and
M can be done in time O w2 , and when the required
values of F have been evaluated
 beforehand, (7) can
be evaluated in time O 2|S| w .

As the optimal join-rooted (σ, S)-DAG on M decomposes over some M1 and M2 by Lemma 10, we have
that
(5)
J(σ, S, M ) = max h(M1 , M2 ) .
M1 ∩M2 =X
M1 ∪M2 =M
M1 ,M2 6=X

Evaluating (5) directly for fixed σ, S and M can be
done in time


O n · 2|M \X| · 2|S| = O n · 2|M |+|S|−(w+1) .
Swap. We now show how values K(σ, S, M ) can be
computed. The following lemmas are analogous to
Lemmas 9 and 10, and we omit their proofs.
Lemma 11. Let Y ⊆ M with |Y | = w, and u ∈ M \ Y
and v ∈
/ M . Furthermore, let σ = ηvτ be a permutation
of Y ∪ {v} and γ = ζuρ be a permutation of Y ∪ {u}
such that ητ = ζρ. If A is a (σ, S1 )-DAG on Y ∪ {v}
and B is a rooted (γ, S2 )-DAG on M , then A ∪ B is a
swap-rooted (σ, S1 ∪ S2 )-DAG on M ∪ {v}. If B has
tree-width at most w, then so does A ∪ B.

The total number
 n of tuples (σ, S, M ) for all X ⊆ N is
n
2 . By summing the running times over
(w + 1)! w+1

n
≤ nw+1 /(w + 1)!,
all these tuples and estimating w+1
we have that the total running time of our exact algorithm is 3n nw+O(1) . Furthermore, we note that we
need to store all values of g during the dynamic programming, meaning that the total space requirement
of the algorithm is 2n nw+O(1) . Thus, we have proven
Theorem 1.
Remark 13. It is possible to recover a treedecomposition for width w for the optimal DAG without extra computational cost in an obvious way.
Remark 14. By omitting the join step from the algorithm described in this section we can obtain a
2n nw+O(1) time algorithm for finding networks of
bounded path-width.
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